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The Secret of the
Chocolate Mountains

T

here was once a place unlike
any you have ever seen,
filled with glowing baby blue
mountains made of milk chocolate and
volcanoes that splashed sprinkles and
hot chocolate. It was usually a nice
comfortable temperature, not too hot so
as to melt the chocolate, but not too cold
either. The sky was part fire and part
sprinkles and swirled with green, blue,
and red. There were pyramid-shaped
tiger-striped clouds that would let loose
candy rain and also provided a home
for the jumping, biting roses that lived
in the sky. The air inexplicably smelled
like cheese.
There were oceans of gooey
rainbow slime, pink ponds, melted
chocolate pools, and the faucets flowed
with delicious cherry soda.

Throughout the mountains were
pools of fruit punch where vampiric
flowers grew to heights of 100 feet!
Though invisible in the daylight, they
were covered in red and black fur and
had light saber eyes and smelled like
strawberries.
Among these flowers you could find
Zegraffs, a creature that looked like a
zebra and a giraffe smashed together.
Zegraffs could hypnotize people, had red
hair, produced and released takis and
hot cheetos, and could disappear if they
were yelled at.
To get around in the chocolate
mountains, one only needed to flag down
one of the flying lamborghinis that were
driven by singing horses. They were
powered by hot chocolate boosters and
made of taki trees.

This mysterious world was home to
Paul Jake, a member of Team 10. He was
muscular with brown-blonde hair, wore
a variety of designer suits, and was 21
years old forever. He lived in a 100-room
mansion at the bottom of ocean along
with his two dogs, Athena and Apollo.
He had special powers that let him hear
when people needed to be saved from
bullying. He was an amazing dancer and
was pretty famous.
Jericha Paul, or New Hawaii, lived
high above the world in the pyramid
clouds and disliked Paul Jake quite a bit.
She had rainbow hair and a tiedye shirt
that said Cool Friends. She had pimples
and freckles and always had food crumbs
on her face. She could become invisible
and read people’s minds. People called
her ugly a lot and her parents didn’t like
her, that lack of support led her to life of
evil.
Fashion Lava Master of Hearts 06
was a lava-skinned 25 year-old with long

pink-streaked golden hair, heart-shaped
cheeks, and charming pink eyes. Her left
leg and right arm were crystallized. She
lived in a lair in the chocolate mountains
and had robot/ninja skills and a wand
that threw invisible water and spicy
liquids. Jericha had taken her mother
following a bad romance, and Fashion
wanted her back.
One of Jericha’s allies was Invisible
Wolf. She was a two-headed wolf who
walked up on her hind legs. She had a
special white and red helmet and red and
purple armor that turned invisible when
damaged. She lived in an enchanted
forest hidden inside a cave, deep inside
the chocolate mountains.
One day Paul Jake and Fashion
were out for a stroll, enjoying the mild
weather and spotting zegrrafs. Jericha
and Invisible Wolf were not far behind,
plotting how to get Paul Jake and Fashion
to leave the magical world forever...

